Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 11-3-13
The rain finally came and it really brought some power with it. Sunshine course managed a 2.9” over the two day period
late this week and in reality this was needed as the ground deeper down still needed a good soaking from a relatively
dry summer. The temperatures did stay somewhat warmer but grass growth has tapered off. Preparations for winter
control applications are well under way with discussions on whether to use covers, thick layers of sand or nothing at all
dominating the conversation.
Preparation for conferences on our end as well was wrapping up reports on some of the research also are ongoing.
Activity for many on the golf course revolves around shutting down irrigation systems and the process of system
blowouts has started in earnest. Education opportunities will start to abound as well as planning for next year. The
scouting report is coming to an end for the season in the next couple of weeks but the work is ongoing! Hopefully
everyone will get to catch up and discuss the past year while debating strategy for next year – which I am predicting now
– cannot be as nice as this year! Finally, the golf season has come to an end and so some of the other activities are
possibly taking up your time.
Climate:
As the end of October has passed we can summarize the month with a look in particular at precipitation and
temperatures. The average high in October for Chicago is 63 °F and the average low for the month is 46 °F.
This year the average high was right on the number but the average low was about 6 degrees lower at 40 °F (Figure 1).
That number has not helped many courses who aerated later to recover as well as the courses who had decided to
aerate closer to Labor Day. Leaf cover on trees is still evident (Picture 2) and so greens in shade will have suffered to an
even greater extent.
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Figure 1. Temperatures for October 2013 at Sunshine course as compared to Historical Average.
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Picture 1. Leaves on trees look stunning from a color standpoint as pigments start to really show up – but they are
blocking what is already limited light and hurting any recovery.
From a precipitation standpoint the month was bookended with two rain events but it gave a total for the month of
6.22” This was almost double the average (Figure 2). The fact that the main rain events occurred in the Chicago area at
either end of the month meant that the temperatures were relatively good and the conditions dry – making it a good
golfing month!
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Figure 2. Precipitation historical average for October in Chicago compared to 2013 precipitation at Sunshine Course

The cloud cover this week meant that temperatures rose somewhat back away from some of the harsh frosts we had
seen the week previously (Figure 3) and statements about turf growth showing some rebound were made. It’s expected
however that temperatures take a drop again and so the trend of colder weather returns. The cloud cover towards the
end of this week meant that night time temperatures were far from freezing.
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Sunshine Course (Lemont - a southwest Chicago suburb)
Figure 3. Temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois October 2013
Precipitation has definitely stayed in the liquid format this week – and there was plenty to go around (Figure 4).
Sunshine Course saw 2.9” over the week and many others reported similar if not higher numbers. The rain came down
over an extended period meaning a majority of the precipitation got a chance to soak down into the soil profile rather
than run off – having healthy turf helps this of course.
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Sunshine Course (Lemont - a southwest Chicago suburb)
Figure 4. Precipitation at Sunshine course, Lemont IL, October 2013
Humidity levels towards the end of the week were the highest measured all year (Figure 5). However lower
temperatures mean little disease pressure but it does mean water soaked turf and this needs to be avoided somewhat
as it will lead to turf thinning. The measurements may have been affected by foggy conditions also around Sunshine
Course particularly prior to rainfall on Wednesday and the rainfall also affected the humidity of course.
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Figure 5. Humidity hours above 90% at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois October, 2013
The humidity and fogginess kept light levels extremely low for the last few days and despite temperatures rising
somewhat to help growth on Monday and Tuesday – turf has sat there and done very little since Wednesday (Figure 6).
The sun angle now means that tree lines are really leading to increased shade periods and while there may not be much
wear and tear due to golf going on it does not leave turf in an ideal situation going into winter. We have not been even
close to a possible ideal value since the start of the month – favoring Poa growth and hurting bentgrass.
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Figure 6. Daily light integrals at Sunshine Course, Lemont, Illinois October 2013

Disease:
Nothing major to report this week, some rust still evident although it has declined substantially. Dollar spot scars are still
persisting on fairways in particular. Nothing has occurred along the lines of the wet overcast type diseases yet. The high
rainfall may have left some turf canopies extremely wet at the top and so with a lack of drying you may notice a certain
loss of turf quality – particularly in shaded areas (Picture 2). I have no reason to believe that this is biotic – rather more
abiotic and a combination of a lack of light and an inability to dry the canopy – fans if possible will help but it’s a tough
time of the year for sunlight to be of any help.
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Picture 2. Late season discoloration from lack of light and excess moisture – hopefully it doesn’t hang around for too
long.
Insects:
There has been a distinct slowdown in digging as the cold weather is starting to affect many of the problems both above
and below ground and much of the damage should now be starting to disappear.
Weeds:
The annual weeds are continuing the process of disappearing and looking very unsightly in the process (Picture 3).
Knotweed in particular has been hazardous this year and of course it is looking very poor right now as it bids adieu.

Knotweed leaving its mark this week

Bentgrass is also starting to really
separate with the lime green color
standing out against blue/rye rough
areas
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Picture 3. Knotweed and creeping bentgrass doing very different things on a golf course in Chicago this week

Management strategy:
Geese!!! The problem for many of us dealing with the two legged, two winged wonders is how to do it safely while also
reducing or eliminating the impact they have on the turf and playing surfaces. The defecation of the geese technically is
a problem (Picture) as their feces can carry bacteria or parasites such as cryptosporidium, e-coli (not highly virulent
strain) or salmonella. That along with the high levels of nitrogen in the feces which can help cause algal blooms in lakes
is a reason to move them on so to speak. Many courses do buy a dog which has been very successful over time, but
other measures can be introduced. Tall fescue planted in rough areas that carry endophytes is not a preferred food
source for the geese, banning feeding of the geese by the two legged friends helps, and installing stones on creek/lake
edges will reduce the preferred living space while water banks of slopes greater than 64° will mean geese are not going
to use the bank as a pathway. Lasers, pyrotechnics, noise and silhouettes have all been used with success – however
there is no single fix so be prepared for repetition of the process on an annual basis!
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Picture. Canadian geese defecation causing a problem on a golf course fairway in Chicago

FINALLY FINALLY!!!!
Mr. Kurt Sams CGCS at Idlewild CC hung on and rode those bronco of late tough pictures to garner the prize (CDGA shirt)
in this year’s inaugural picture of the week. Despite a late push from D. Groelle who was the only one to correctly guess
that the picture was indeed a Halloween maze in an equipment shop! Mr. Groelle did indicate that he felt he couldn’t
take all the prizes this year as president of MAGCS – how magnanimous! Tough luck to Mr. K. Goss who hung in all year
but just couldn’t catch a break during the run it. The pictures will return next year so get your thinking caps on!

Congrats Mr. Sams and that prize will be making its way to you soon!
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Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent report is linked below dated 10-21-13

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update10_21_13.cfm

As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email.
Ed Nangle PhD
Director of Turfgrass Programs
Chicago District Golf Association
11855 Archer Ave
Lemont, IL 60439
P 630.685.2307
C 630.423.1925
Twitter @turfresearch
www.cdgaturf.org
enangle@cdga.org

